Doing your project on the web
You will need the powerpoint viewer.  You probably have it already but it not you can download it free from http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/downloads/details.aspx?id=13 
Do not do anything else yet. The next paragraph is just to give you an overall view
You will be working on the Sunday Club website. Childrenscorner.yolasite.com  and you will download the commentary  from a page on this site.
You will use this with slides from the freebibleimages website 
Procedure. You would probably find it  helpful to empty your downloads folder or put its contents into another folder inside the downloads folder.
If you want another copy of these instructions go to the Sunday Club website Childrenscorner.yolasite.com  and  you should arrive on the INDEX page. 
Click downloads at the top of the page.
On the downloads page click the "instructions file " to download it
It is probably best to print out the instructions
You may also scroll down to the instructions on the downloads page as you may want to read them rather than download them.
PARAGRAPH 2
Now go to the lessons page
On the lessons page click all the files that you are asked to download. You now need to go to the freebiblepictures website by clicking the link on the lessons page. When you do this it will take you to the set of slides you want . The page will look something like this:
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Click the powerpoint icon to unload the slides
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When you click the powerpoint icon this takes you to a page of download rules. When you have read them click "I agree" in the bottom left hand corner.  The files should now download. You have now downloaded all the files and you may close your browser and go offline if you wish.

PARAGRAPH 3     ARRANGING THE WINDOWS                                                                                                                                               
The first thing we need to do is to move this to the right hand side of the screen .  Click the open square at the top right hand  corner of the title bar and move the window in so the blank area on the right disappears but the writing is still visible.        
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                                                                                                                                                                                   |
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____________________________
This window should now be about half the width it was before.  You should be able to see the writing and there should be a  large unused area of the screen available on the left.
Now go back to the downloads folder and open the powerpoint folder. Adjust the width by clicking the square on the top right hand corner but this time adjust by pushing the window to the left so that the slides lie on the left of this commentary.
POWERPOINT PICTURE       ||  THIS COMMENTARY
Make sure that there is enough space at the bottom of the powerpoint pictures for you to see the slide number on the left and the slide-changing arrows on the right.
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It is also possible to move to the next slide by simply clicking anywhere on the picture but you need to click on the back arrow to move to the previous slide.
When you have looked at the slides, try the puzzle





